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Dedication
I have had the pleasure of knowing Gerhard Lubbe, who is honoured by this issue of the
Stellenbosch Law Review, since 1991, when I was a student in his Law of Contract class at
Stellenbosch University. Like probably all his students, I immediately admired his brilliant
insights and teaching style, including his constant critical and creative engagement with the
policy issues. I still aspire to become a lecturer and researcher just like him one day. I also
owe him an immense gratitude for his inspiration, example, guidance, patience and friendship
during his supervision of my doctoral thesis and thereafter.
The link between this article and Gerhard's research is his chapter A system in search of a
lost cause: Reflections on the principle of reciprocity in South African Contract Law    . In this
chapter, Gerhard also considered the role of the exceptio non adimpleti contractus and the
principle of reciprocity in continuous contracts as well as more generally. I look forward to
collaborating with him further, including on the Law of Lease.
1.  Introduction
The central obligation of the lessor is to give the lessee the beneficial use and enjoyment of
the object leased.  This duty is confirmed by more specific naturalia such as the lessor's duty
to refrain from disturbing the lessee in his or her enjoyment, as well as to deliver and
maintain the property in the agreed
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condition.  In case of breach of the lessor's obligation to maintain, it is trite that the lessee
has the following remedies in terms of the common law:
•      specific performance; 
•      the right to effect the necessary repairs him- or herself, to deduct the reasonable costs
thereof from the rental and claim any balance from the lessor, after the lessor had been
given a reasonable opportunity to effect the necessary repairs; 
•      cancellation of the agreement if the leased object is materially defective, provided that, if
the defect(s) arose during the currency of the lease, the lessor was given reasonable
notice to repair the defect; 
•      damages, provided that the lessor knew or ought to have known of the defect;  and
•      reduction in rent proportional to the lessee's reduced use and enjoyment of the object
leased. 
The remedy of reduction in rent is also available to a lessee whose use and enjoyment have
been impaired for other reasons, such as wrongful disturbance by the lessor or through vis
maior or casus fortuitus. 
The line of cases beginning with Arnold v Viljoen ("Arnold"), which held that a tenant who
remained in occupation of the premises, is obliged to pay the full rent even if he or she did
not receive beneficial use, was held to be wrongly decided in Ntshiqa v Andreas Supermarket
(Pty) Ltd ("Ntshiqa")  and Mpange v Sithole.  The Supreme Court of Appeal ("SCA") also
correctly criticised the judgment in Arnold and cases relying thereon in obiter dicta in
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The remedy of reduction in rent entails that if the lessee could derive no use and
enjoyment from the leased object, the lessee is entitled to pay no rental for the relevant
period. In other words, reduction to zero is possible. However, if the lessee derived a limited
degree of beneficial use and enjoyment, older authorities take the view that the lessee is
merely entitled, and therefore obliged, to pay a reduced rent proportional to his or her
reduced use and
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enjoyment.  The implication is that a lessee, who withholds the full amount of rental when
he or she was only entitled to pay a reduced amount, will be in breach of contract. This could
have serious consequences, as the lessor may have an immediate right to cancel the lease for
breach by the lessee under a cancellation clause (lex commissoria).
In Ethekwini Metropolitan Unicity Municipality (North Operational Entity) v Pilco
Investments CC ("Ethekwini"), the SCA held that:
"If the amount to be remitted was capable of prompt ascertainment, the plaintiff [lessee]
could have set this amount off against the defendant's claim for rent; if not, the plaintiff was
obliged to pay the full rent agreed upon in the lease and could thereafter reclaim from the
defendant the amount remitted." 
Conceivably, though, the more recent judgment in Botha v Rich NO ("Botha")  could imply
that if the lessee did pay a reduced rent, but erred somewhat on the proper extent of the
justified reduction, it may be contrary to good faith for the lessor to exercise his or her right
to cancel under a cancellation clause given a bona fide dispute on the exact extent of the
reduction, which requires an imprecise estimation based on fairness.  This would be so
particularly where the rent was reduced in accordance with legal advice. Where the parties
agree that rent should be reduced but differ on the extent thereof, the lessor should rather
approach a court for a decision than cancel against the lessee's wishes. 
Does the lessee who received partial use have a further alternative (and apparently
conflicting) remedy, namely the right to withhold the full amount of the rent? Could he or she
raise the exceptio non adimpleti contractus (hereafter "the exceptio")?  Availability of the
exceptio, as currently understood in South African law, would logically imply that the lessee
who received partial use and enjoyment is not in breach for refusing to pay any rental, and
therefore a cancellation clause cannot be used against the lessee. If the exceptio applies in
this context, logic would dictate that the rules on relaxation thereof
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recognised in BK Tooling (Edms) Bpk v Scope Precision Engineering (Edms) Bpk ("BK
Tooling")  should also apply. It would therefore be up to the lessor to convince a court to
exercise an equitable discretion to award a reduced rental to the lessor who was in breach of
his or her obligation to maintain the premises or not to disturb the lessee's use and
enjoyment.
Conflicting and unclear dicta in case law and by academic writers on the availability and
exact operation of the exceptio in this context, shrouds the lessee's exact remedies in some
uncertainty. 
As will become apparent below, there is also no uniformity on this issue amongst civilian
legal systems, which recognise the right to withhold performance under the general principles
of contract law, as well as the right to reduce rent.
2.  The old authorities and the case law
The Roman and Roman-Dutch writers and older South African cases only mention the remedy
of a proportionate reduction of rent in the case of partial use and enjoyment, and not the right
to withhold the rest of the rent as a further remedy in such a case.  The exceptio is simply
not mentioned.
However, in the first judgment in Ntshiqa, Madlanga AJ stated that:
"[a]s the respondent [lessee] is not only entitled to remission of rental but can in fact even
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obligations of the parties are reciprocal' (Scholtz v Thompson1996 (2) SA 409 (C) at 416B),
the applicant was not entitled to invoke the provisions of clause 16 of the lease agreement
[the cancellation clause] and cancel the contract." 
The lessee in this case claimed that it was entitled to withhold the rent for December 1995, as
the lessor had failed to provide toilet facilities on the premises as promised, and also as the
lessee experienced frequent power cuts due to the diversion of electricity to adjoining
premises, which caused damage to the lessee's perishable goods and seriously affected the
lessee's turnover. Accordingly, the court held that the lessee was not in breach of the
agreement by withholding one month's rental. It should be noted that the rental was payable
monthly in arrears. 
It is unclear whether the court thought that the lessee was essentially wholly deprived of
the beneficial use and enjoyment of the premises, given how essential toilet facilities are, and
given the frequent electricity cuts. Nevertheless, as the premises were still used by the lessee
to operate a supermarket, the judgment is open to the interpretation that even a lessee who
is only partially deprived of the beneficial use and enjoyment of the premises, may raise the
exceptio.
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On appeal, the Full Bench of the Transkei Supreme Court stated more clearly that the
exceptio is available to a lessee whose use and enjoyment of the premises were impaired, as
a means of enforcing the lessor's counter-performance, and referred in this regard to BK
Tooling. Accordingly, the court agreed that the lessee's refusal to pay the rent for December
did not constitute a breach that allowed the lessor to invoke the cancellation clause. Miller J
stated that "I arrive at such conclusion after exercising my discretionary power as described
by Innes JA in Hauman v Nortje" and also referred to BK Tooling. The court added that a
remedy available to a lessor who claimed that a portion of the rent was owing, was "to claim a
reduced rental, in which event he will have to prove (1) that the respondent [lessee] is
utilising the incomplete performance, (2) that circumstances exist that make it equitable for
the court to exercise its discretion in his favour, and (3) what the reduced rental should be",
again with reference to BK Tooling.
The judgment in Ntshiqa has not been followed consistently. A number of other courts have
held that a lessee who received partial use and enjoyment must pay a reduced rental and is
not entitled to withhold the full rent. However, there is also some support for Ntshiqa.
In Seiti v Berlein, the court, in referring to the lessee's reliance on the exceptio where
electrical gates to the premises were not repaired, included the following obiter dictum in a
footnote:
"This is a permissible defence to a claim for rent where the obligations are reciprocal as
between the parties, cf Ntshiqa v Andreas Supermarket (Pty) Ltd … ." 
Other recent decisions have specifically held, however, that the lessee who received reduced
use and enjoyment must pay a proportionately reduced rent and is not entitled to withhold
the full rent. In Ethekwini, (without reference to Ntshiqa) the SCA rejected a lessee's
argument that it did not have to pay rent at all because a third party occupied a part of the
property in breach of the lessor's undertaking to give undisturbed use and enjoyment. The
court held that the lessee was obliged to pay the rent, but that:
"Of course, because the plaintiff [lessee] was, until early June 1997, deprived of the use of
that portion of the property which was being used by the person making pre-cast fencing, the
plaintiff would be entitled to a remission of rent over the period in question, proportional to its
reduced use and enjoyment of the property." 
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Similarly, in Loch Logan Waterfront (Pty) Ltd v Carwash 4U (Pty) Ltd the Free State High
Court rejected a lessee's argument that it was entitled to withhold the entire rent as the
electrical equipment in the premises were affected by leaks when it rained (which leaks the
lessor failed to repair despite repeated demands). The lessor was therefore entitled to rely on
the cancellation clause and validly cancelled the contract due to the lessee's non-payment of
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an aggrieved lessee is entitled to rent remission, where the lessee is partially deprived of use
and enjoyment.  The court stated that, on the presumption that the premises were defective
as claimed, "the complete withholding of rent was not a recognised remedy in law."  Rather
the "apposite action would have been to reduce the rent",  and in this regard the court
referred to the Full Bench decision in Ntshiqa as well as to Ethekwini. The court furthermore
stated that "the relative remedy of rental remission applies to cases of minor deprivation
whereas the absolute remedy of rental withholding applies to cases of major deprivations". 
However,"[i]n the absence of proven complete deprivation of enjoyment of the merx the
absolute remedy of withholding cannot be sanctioned". In addition, the court held that:
"The salient principle of law is that, where the lessee's enjoyment of the merx is merely
reduced, but not completely impaired, the appropriate remedy that corresponds with the
degree of reduced enjoyment is rental remission. The underlying rationale of this relative
remedy is to restore the balance between the opposite bargains as was originally agreed
upon." 
As the lessee in this case did not make any averments as to the extent of the wrongful
deprivation,  and as rain is seasonal and the lessee still traded from the premises,  the
lessee had some substantially undisturbed use and enjoyment and therefore the withholding
of rent was unjustifiable as it was "not commensurate to the magnitude of the lessor's alleged
breach". 
The suggestion by the Full Bench in Ntshiqa that BK Tooling is applicable in its entirety to
the lessor's obligation to give beneficial use and enjoyment, and the reciprocal obligation to
pay the rent, was also not followed by the SCA in Thompson (although the implications of the
latter decision for a possible remedy of withholding of rent are not clear). The SCA reduced
the decision in BK Tooling to two propositions. The first proposition is that the exceptio
provides a party with the remedy of withholding its own performance if the
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other party who had to perform the counter-obligation first or simultaneously, did not properly
perform or tender proper performance. This proposition was held to apply to all reciprocal
contracts, and by implication, to leases as well. The obligations in issue were the seller's
obligation to give early occupation of the merx and the buyer's reciprocal obligation to pay
occupational interest between date of occupation and date of transfer, which are akin to the
lessor and lessee's principal obligations. The second proposition in BK Tooling was said to be
that, where a party utilised the other party's defective performance, the breaching party may
approach a court to persuade it to exercise its discretion to grant a reduced contract price,
thereby relaxing the exceptio. The breaching party also bears the onus of proving the
quantum of such reduced price. This second proposition was held to presuppose that the
shortfall in the plaintiff's performance can be restored and the cost of doing so be quantifiable.
As such it was held to be inapplicable to continuous obligations like the seller's obligation to
give early occupation against payment of occupational interest given that the impairment in
occupation in the past cannot be rectified and a mathematical calculation of the cost of
restoring the defective performance is impossible.  However, the court was prepared to
grant a remedy to the seller in the form of a reduced claim for occupational interest, based on
the analogous remedy of remission of rent. In this regard the court stated that:
"Where a lessee is deprived of or disturbed in the use or enjoyment of leased property to
which he is entitled in terms of the lease, either in whole or in part, he can in appropriate
circumstances be relieved of the obligation to pay rental, either in whole or in part; the Court
may abate the rental due by him pro rata to his own reduced enjoyment of the merx. This is
true not only where the interference with the lessee's enjoyment of the leased property is the
result of vis major or casus fortuitus but also where it is due to the lessor's breach of contract,
eg because the leased property is not fit for the purpose for which it was leased or, as in this
case, because the performance rendered by the lessor is incomplete or partial…. The lessee
would be entirely absolved from the obligation to pay rental if he were deprived of or did not
receive any usage whatsoever. That would simply be a manifestation of the exceptio, more
particularly of the first proposition in BK Tooling (cf Fourie NO en 'n Ander v Potgietersrusse
Stadsraad1987 (2) SA 921 (A))." 
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suggest that the lessee may also withhold the full rent in the case of partial deprivation of use
and enjoyment. Instead, the exceptio was only mentioned in relation to a total deprivation of
use, in that the absolution of the lessee from the obligation to pay rental in that scenario was
"a manifestation of the exceptio".
Nienaber JA went on to state that "[t]he second proposition in BK Tooling does not fit so
readily into the scheme of things where the interference with the tenant's use of the leased
property is only partial or temporary."  The reasons given were, firstly, that the breach is a
continuing one which cannot be restored in relation to the past period, and secondly, the
"near impossibility of a mathematical calculation of the 'cost of restoration'", which Nienaber
JA
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thought was required for application of the second proposition in BK Tooling. The court held
that:
"In the case of a lease proper the matter is never approached along the lines of the second
proposition in BK Tooling. Where the interference with the lessee's enjoyment was only partial
or temporary it is not the law that the landlord is enjoined to prove the cost to correct or
supplement any defects or deficiencies in the merx, which is then deducted from the agreed
rental. One approach, if Arnold v Viljoen (supra) is to be followed, is to confine the tenant to a
counterclaim for damages when the merx is defective. The other, perhaps better approach,
with its own support in the authorities, is to reduce the rental in such a case in proportion to
the lessee's diminished enjoyment of the leased property." 
The court emphasised that remission of rent cannot be equated to the second proposition in
BK Tooling, but is merely analogous thereto, as both are founded on fairness.  Remission of
rental was stated to differ from the second proposition in BK Tooling in two respects. Firstly,
remission of rental "involves an estimation, in the innocent party's hand", of the extent to
which the remuneration should be reduced in relation to his or her reduced enjoyment.
Secondly, that exercise is "primarily subjective" as it may include elements peculiar to the
lessee. By contrast, the second proposition in BK Tooling involves a calculation "in the guilty
party's hand", of the exact cost of perfecting his or her own defective performance, a
"primarily objective" exercise.  The implication is that in lease, the lessee bears the onus of
establishing that it is entitled to a remission of rent, whereas, in terms of BK Tooling, the
malperforming plaintiff bears the onus of convincing the court to grant a reduced contract
price and to quantify such reduction. 
Nevertheless, the court held that the analogy of remission of rent is "close enough to the
facts of the current case (periodic payment by the one party for the temporary use of
another's property) to justify its adoption as a means of achieving an equitable result where
the second proposition in BK Tooling is manifestly inappropriate." 
The court referred briefly to the Full Bench decision in Ntshiqa but did not comment on the
correctness of that decision. It simply mentioned that Ntshiqa followed a similar line of
reasoning to that of the court a quo in Scholtz v Thompson, with the result that the court a
quo concluded that the seller did not prove a contractual claim at all, even though the buyer
enjoyed the use of the farm for several months.  This reference to Ntshiqa coupled with
rejection of the court a quo's view that the buyer was entitled to withhold the full amount,
implies that the SCA did not agree with the court in Ntshiqa on the operation of the exceptio
in lease agreements. It is a pity that the SCA did not clearly comment on the correctness of
that case.
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It is not clear from Thompson itself whether the "first proposition in BK Tooling", namely the
availability of the exceptio itself, can be applied to partial deprivation of use and enjoyment.
The court only stated that the second proposition does not apply. In the course of his obiter
criticism against Arnold, Nienaber JA did say that:
"To award the landlord the full rental when he failed to give his tenant full occupation is to
offend against the first proposition in BK Tooling; and to deny the tenant a reduction of rental
pro rata to his diminished enjoyment of the merx is to offend against all authority sanctioning
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This may perhaps mean that the first proposition in BK Tooling is applicable only in the event
of a total failure to give occupation, and not a partial one. It appears that the only logical
inference to be drawn from Thompson is that the exceptio plays no role in the case of partial
deprivation as it is up to the lessee to estimate a reduced rental.
This was also effectively how Thompson was subsequently interpreted in Dormell Properties
282 BK v Edulyn (Edms) Bpk. The Western Cape High Court held that the lessor was entitled
to cancel the lease where the lessee withheld the full amount of the rental and did not pay for
its electricity and water usage on the basis that its use and enjoyment was impaired by
building works. The court stated that it is clear that the lessee "cannot be entirely absolved
from the obligation to pay rental and utilities for the months of November and December
because he received usage of the business premises, albeit partial."  Although the court
assumed that the exceptio was available to the lessee, it apparently limited its availability to
cases where the lessee received no use and enjoyment whatsoever. The court quoted the first
passage from Thompson (quoted above),  which refers to the exceptio in relation to a total
deprivation of use and enjoyment.
Accordingly, there are conflicting High Court decisions on whether a lessee has a right to
withhold the full rental in the case of partial deprivation of use and enjoyment, and on the
exact role and operation of the exceptio in lease agreements. The SCA also did not clarify the
issue sufficiently in Thompson and Ethekwini. As will be shown next, there is a divergence of
opinion amongst academic writers, whereas others do not clearly consider the issue.
3.  The views of academic writers
Only a few modern writers specifically consider whether a lessee who had partial use and
enjoyment may rely on the exceptio to withhold the full rent, as opposed to merely reducing
the rent in proportion to the reduced use and enjoyment.
Piek and Kleyn, writing before Ntshiqa, specifically state that the lessee may not rely on the
exceptio to withhold the full rent in such a scenario. 
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In this regard they point out that the old authorities and South African case law do not
mention such a remedy. From the fact that the lessor was entitled to claim a pro rata rental,
they deduce that the lessee may not rely on the exceptio. Knoetze, commenting on the first
judgment in Ntshiqa, interpreted the court's reference to the exceptio to mean that the lessee
in this instance was "in fact not only entitled to a remission of rent, but that he could even
raise the exceptio non adimpleti contractus which is said to apply to all contracts where the
obligations of the parties are reciprocal".  As she is of the opinion that "in the modern era,
one cannot have the convenient use of premises operating as a supermarket without the
provision of toilet facilities",  she stated that, "based on the facts of the Ntshiqa case, the
exceptio could in fact have been applicable, although not raised".  However, she specifically
agrees with Piek and Kleyn that:
"where the lessor has granted a portion of the agreed use and enjoyment to the lessee, he is
entitled to receive a pro rata proportion of the rental. In such a case the lessee may not, by
making use of the exceptio, refuse to pay such a pro rata portion."? 
Cooper confirms the lessee's right to pay a reduced rent proportional to its use and
enjoyment. He mentions the view of Piek and Kleyn that "to such a reduced claim a lessee
cannot plead the exceptio".  Sharrock, on the other hand, takes the opposite view in
relation to the lessor's duty "to afford beneficial use and enjoyment" and not to interfere with
the lessee's use and enjoyment.  He states that where the lessor unlawfully interferes with
the lessee's use and enjoyment, the lessee has the normal contractual remedies as well as a
claim for proportionate remission of rental, or "the lessee may, alternatively, simply refuse to
pay rent and, if sued by the lessor for payment, raise the exceptio".  Sharrock then
discusses the court a quo's decision in Ntshiqa to illustrate this statement.  However, under
the heading "Duty to put and keep property in proper condition" Sharrock merely lists a
proportionate reduction of rent as one of the lessee's five possible remedies for breach, and
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Lubbe also implicitly supports the view that the right to withhold the rent is available to the
lessee.  He states that "[t]his is not to deny the possibility that performance may be
withheld by the lessee to exact full compliance with his obligations from the lessor in the
future. See Ntshiqa".  Lubbe does not limit this statement to cases of total deprivation of
use and enjoyment. However, his
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ultimate comment on Thompson, namely that the court's approach precluded "the insight that
the situation which the court was faced with was perhaps not one to be dealt with within the
confines of the BK Tooling propositions",  could perhaps imply that partial deprivation of use
and enjoyment by a lessee should not be dealt with by reference to the exceptio.
Currie, in his discussion of the two judgments in Ntshiqa, states that the rejection of Arnold
is correct, as "there is no basis in law or principle for treating lease any differently from other
reciprocal contracts."  He proceeds to summarise the implications of the Ntshiqa decisions,
without criticising or expressly affirming these. In this regard, the Ntshiqa decisions are
interpreted to allow any lessee without full use and enjoyment of the premises to withhold the
rent, and this does not amount to breach of contract. The lessor's remedy in the face of
withholding of rent, is to claim payment of a reduced rental on the grounds for relaxation of
the exceptio set out in BK Tooling, namely utilisation of the premises by the lessee. 
Apparently, no other writer has specifically considered whether the full rental may be
withheld in the face of a partial deprivation. However, a number of writers accept that the
exceptio may be relevant in the context of lease, without specifically considering its operation
in the case of a mere reduction in beneficial use. Statements by these authors veer closer to
or further away from the notion that the rent may be withheld even in the case of partial
reduction in use and enjoyment.
Although Christie and Bradfield do not specifically consider the issue in question, they come
closest to the position taken by Piek, Kleyn and Knoetze by stating that Thompson
"recognised that BK Tooling was designed to cater for defective performance in a contract
such as a building contract, presupposing a breach that can be fully restored. It cannot be
applied to a continuing contract such as a lease where there has been a continuing breach by
the landlord, who cannot objectively prove the cost of remedying the defect in order to
support his claim for rent at a reduced rate. The tenant must claim a remission of rent on
criteria that are primarily subjective …". 
They add that "[t]his does not mean that BK Tooling can never be applied to a contract of
sale". If the requirements set out by Jansen JA can be met, "BK Tooling can be applied to any
type of contract".  However, all these statements together seem to suggest that the lessee
is limited to a remission of rent and may not withhold the full rental.
Bradfield and Lehmann, in Principles of the Law of Sale and Lease, also do not specifically
consider whether Ntshiqa or Thompson allow lessees to raise the exceptio in the case of
partial deprivation of use and enjoyment.
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However, they apparently do not recognise this remedy in that context, as they mention
reduction of rent as one of the lessee's four remedies in the case of a failure to maintain the
property, and do not refer to the exceptio in this regard.  All they say about Ntshiqa is that
it refused to follow Arnold. They furthermore criticise Arnold on the basis that it is "certainly in
conflict with the incidents of the reciprocity of obligations that arise from a reciprocal contract
and the principles applicable to the exceptio" (with a reference to BK Tooling), without
expressly explaining how the exceptio operates in this context. 
Lehmann in Wille's Principles simply states that the lessee is entitled to a proportionate
reduction in rental, so that "[t]he amount of remission depends on the extent to which the
lessee's enjoyment of the property has been reduced" (with reference to Thompson). She
adds that "total remission is a manifestation of the exceptio non adimpleti contractus" and
refers in this regard to Thompson and to Piek and Kleyn's article.  That probably means that
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A similar interpretation may be ascribed to Glover's quotation from Thompson according to
which the lessee's absolution from the obligation to repay rental if he did not receive any use
whatsoever, "would simply be a manifestation of the exceptio".  Glover as well as Kerr (in
the previous edition of The Law of Sale and Lease) mention Ntshiqa under the rubric of the
lessor's duty "to refrain from disturbing the lessee in his use and enjoyment of the property".
 They state in this regard that:
"If undisturbed use is interfered with, although not totally denied (for example, the lessor
causes the electricity supply to become erratic), the lessee is entitled, if he so wishes, to a
remission of rent. If the lessor in such circumstances claims that the whole of the rent is due,
the exceptio non adimpleti contractus is available as a defence to the lessor's claim" (referring
to Ntshiqa). 
On the other hand, Van Huyssteen, Van der Merwe and Maxwell  seem to support the view
that the lessee who received reduced use may raise the exceptio, although this is not stated
clearly. They state that:
"A lessee who has been in occupation of the premises but who has not been afforded the full
use and enjoyment of the premises may withhold the payment of rent" (with a reference to
Ntshiqa and Thompson). 
They add that "this right derives from the exceptio non adimpleti contractus" and that "the
lessor may thus claim a reduced rental".  This could be interpreted to mean that the lessee
who received partial use would
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be entitled to withhold the full rent and that it is up to the lessor to claim a reduced rental as
BK Tooling allows.
Other authors discuss a proportionate remission of rent, but also mention the exceptio as a
remedy available in lease agreements generally, without specifically stating whether this
entails that the lessee who received partial use may withhold the entire rental until the lessor
has persuaded a court to reduce the rent. Such authors include De Wet and Van Wyk,  Van
der Merwe et al,  Stoop  and Joubert. 
Thus, academic writers either do not specifically consider or are not ad idem on the exact
remedies of the lessee who derived partial use and enjoyment of the premises. Many of them
make loose statements that the exceptio is available in this context, without clearly
considering the implications thereof.
The next part considers the possible approaches to the problem in more depth.
4.  At least two possible approaches
There are at least two different conceivable approaches evident from the current case law and
literature on the remedies of reduction of rent and withholding of rent. Firstly, there is the
view that the lessee who received partial use and enjoyment may only reduce the rent
proportionally and is not entitled also to withhold the rent. If the lessee obtained no beneficial
use and enjoyment, a proportionate reduction would entitle the lessee to reduce the rent to
zero. This approach would recognise that the principle of reciprocity as well as fairness more
generally, which underlie the exceptio as well as its qualification under BK Tooling,  also
underlie the remedy of reduction in rent. Under this approach, any reference in case law or
academic writing to the availability of the exceptio in this context should rather be taken to
affirm that the principles of reciprocity and fairness underlie both sets of rules, but that they
are nevertheless merely analogous. The outcome of the rules on reduction in rent and the
exceptio appears to overlap in the case of total deprivation of use and enjoyment, as no rental
is payable in that situation. However, in cases of partial deprivation of use and enjoyment, the
lessee may not withhold the full amount of rent with reference to the exceptio. Whether there
is in fact dissonance between this approach and the rules on the exceptio, and how they could
be reconciled, will be discussed in more depth in part 4 3 below.
The second possible approach is that the exceptio applies as an alternative remedy to
reduction in rent, even where the lessee has obtained partial use and enjoyment. Thus, it
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lessor restores full use and enjoyment.
2016 Stell LR 336
Consistent application of the exceptio would also entail that the lessor may persuade a
court to exercise its equitable discretion to grant a reduced contract price (a reduced rent) in
terms of the principles recognised in BK Tooling, as the lessee has utilised the performance. 
The right to withhold the rent should only apply until the lessor has repaired the defect, in
which case the lessee may no longer rely on the exceptio, but must pay a reduced rent in
proportion to the use and enjoyment which he or she enjoyed before repairs.
As noted above, this approach conflicts with several cases including Thompson insofar as
the court stated that "the second proposition" in BK Tooling (the court's equitable discretion to
grant a reduced contract price) could not be applicable to continuous obligations as the
defective performance that occurred in the past cannot be remedied. In addition, Nienaber JA
in Thompson stated obiter that, in lease agreements, "the matter is never approached along
the lines of the second proposition in BK Tooling",  where an analogous, but different,
remedy of reduction in rent applies.  However, proponents of the applicability of BK Tooling
in the case of lease agreements could show that Thompson misinterpreted BK Tooling. Firstly,
Thompson incorrectly interpreted BK Tooling to mean that "the second proposition" can only
be applied where the cost of repairing the defective performance is quantifiable. In fact, BK
Tooling recognised that the repair costs would merely usually ("in die normale geval") be the
amount by which the contract price is reduced, but that in some cases a different measure
should be used.  In addition, it is arguable that Thompson wrongly stated that the second
proposition in BK Tooling cannot be applied when the defect can no longer be repaired. BK
Tooling rather stated that the application of the exceptio normally ("gewoonlik") presupposes
the possibility that full and proper performance is still possible.  As such, the defence only
normally operates as an enforcement mechanism.  Lubbe has argued that BK Tooling
therefore implicitly recognised the extinctive or resolutive effect of the exceptio in some
instances, and that this aspect of the principle of reciprocity was also explicitly recognised in
some of the sources referred to.  Van der Merwe et al refer to Motor Racing Enterprises
(Pty) Ltd (in Liquidation) v NPS (Electronics) Ltd ("Motor Racing Enterprises")  as an
example of the potential resolutive effect of the exceptio. It could thus be argued that
Thompson should not preclude the availability of the exceptio and relaxation thereof in terms
of
2016 Stell LR 337
BK Tooling in the context of the lessor's obligation to give undisturbed and beneficial use and
enjoyment.
Part 4 1 below will very briefly consider comparative authority for the two approaches
mentioned above from two other civilian jurisdictions (Austria and Germany) and some supra-
national rules which also recognise the exceptio (as well as the lessee's right to reduce the
rent).  Part 4 2 will then consider the policy arguments in favour of these two approaches,
whereas part 4 3 will attempt a theoretical explanation for the first approach, before a
conclusion is set out in part 5.
4.1  A brief comparative perspective
The first approach, namely the sole availability of reduction in rent, is followed in Austrian
Law. The Austrian Supreme Court specifically stated that the lessee's right to a proportionate
reduction in rent under § 1096 of the Austrian Civil Code ("Civil Code")  displaces the
general right to withhold performance in § 1052 of the Civil Code, so that the lessee is only
entitled to a proportionate reduction in rent. 
By contrast, German law recognises that the lessee's right to pay a reduced rental in
proportion to his or her use or enjoyment under § 536 of the German Civil Code  is
available in addition to the general right to withhold performance under § 320 of the German
Civil Code ("the defence of failure to perform the contract" as the exceptio is known in
German law).  Emmerich explains this on the basis that the right to enforce the contract is
not affected by the right to reduce the rent, with the implication that the right to withhold the
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perform first does not militate against this remedy, as the right to withhold can apply at least
to the first rent due after the defect appears.  Accordingly, German law differs from
Austrian law in this respect.
However, it should be noted that § 320(2) of the German Civil Code qualifies the exceptio
by providing that:
2016 Stell LR 338
"If one party has partially performed, counter-performance may not be refused if, under the
circumstances, in particular on account of the relative insignificance of the part not
performed, the refusal would be [contrary to good faith]." 
The German courts have interpreted this to mean that the lessee who received partial use
may not withhold an unreasonably high portion of the rent in addition to reducing the rent
proportionately to the reduced use under § 536. Case law has in the past generally restricted
the amount that the lessee may withhold to three to five times the amount of reduction to
which the lessee is entitled under § 536, or three to five times the cost of repairs. 
However, since 2009, courts have mostly restricted the right to withhold a portion of the rent
to double the amount by which the rent may be reduced under § 536.  As such, German
law does not completely support the notion that the exceptio entitles the lessee to withhold
the full amount in addition to the right to reduce the rent.
The majority view in German law is that the lessee may withhold the rent until the lessor
repairs the defect, as the claim of the lessee to beneficial use and enjoyment does not arise
periodically from month to month, but is a unitary right that continues to exist until fulfilment.
Article 4:101 of the Principles of European Law: Lease of Goods, drafted by the Study
Group on a European Civil Code, gives the lessee, faced with breach by the lessor, both the
right to reduce the rent and to withhold performance of the reciprocal obligation.  The
Official Comment cross-references the general right to withhold performance under Article
III-3:401 of the DCFR, which applies whether the aggrieved party has to perform first or last.
 According to this article, the performance which may be withheld is "the whole or the part
of the performance as may be reasonable in the circumstances". The Official Comment to
Article 4:101 explains that a party having a right to claim damages for breach should not be
obliged to pay the full amount of its performance and thereby take the risk that the breaching
party will be unable to pay the damages. It adds that this may provide guidance for the
aforesaid test of reasonableness: "the party should normally be allowed to withhold so much
as is needed to secure the party's remedies for non-performance". The
2016 Stell LR 339
Notes to this article indicate that there is no uniformity on the issue whether the lessee has a
right to withhold in addition to a right to reduce the rent in European legal systems. 
4.2  Policy arguments in favour of each approach
The first approach (sole availability of reduction of rent) is possibly the neatest, simplest
solution. If the exceptio was available to a lessee who enjoyed partial use and enjoyment, the
lessee would be entitled to withhold the full amount (under the current understanding of the
exceptio) and it would be up to the lessor to persuade a court to exercise its discretion to
relax the exceptio and grant it a reduced rent under BK Tooling. Given the prohibitive costs of
litigation in South Africa and that a relatively small sum may be involved, this would burden
the lessor unduly and be unfair. There is much to be said for rather obliging the lessee to pay
a reduced rent in order to restore the reciprocity between the performances, a remedy which
in principle functions extra-judicially.
Proponents of the second approach may argue that the exceptio provides a lessee who only
enjoys partial use, but who is unable to put an end to the impairment of his or her use and
enjoyment or to afford litigation to claim specific performance, with a strong extra-judicial
remedy to force the lessor to restore full use and enjoyment. This is particularly apposite
when the impediment to use and enjoyment is not one which the lessee could easily remove
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obligation to provide full use and enjoyment, allowed a third party to use part of the land. 
Once the lessor restores full use and enjoyment, for example by repairing a defect, the lessee
should pay back the amount withheld that exceeds the lessee's entitlement to reduce the rent
proportional to his or her use and enjoyment. As the lessee is obliged to pay a proportionally
reduced rent once the lessor makes the repairs or ceases the disturbance in enjoyment, the
right to withhold rent does not unduly burden the lessor, as the lessor could simply comply
with its duties to grant the lessee full use and enjoyment, for example by repairing a defect in
the leased premises. In addition, it could also be argued that it is desirable that the rules on
specific contracts should not conflict with the general principles applicable to contracts and
that it has been widely accepted that the exceptio applies to all reciprocal contracts.
Consistency would require that the rules on relaxation of the exceptio should therefore also
apply to all reciprocal contracts.
Under the next rubric, this assumption that the rules on the specific contracts like lease
should be in line with the general principles of contract law, will be investigated. It will also be
considered whether there is in fact dissonance between the first approach and the rules on
the exceptio, and how they could be reconciled.
2016 Stell LR 340
4.3  Can the first approach be reconciled with the general principles of
contract law?
As noted above, the first approach is to accept that the exceptio or any other right to withhold
performance is never an appropriate response to the lessor's failure to give beneficial use
(particularly where there is only partial deprivation of use and enjoyment). This could be
explained on the basis that there are special rules in the law of lease on reduction in rent
which exclude the application of the exceptio as a general principle of contract law. On this
view, the principle of reciprocity, as well as fairness more generally, which underlie the
exceptio as well as its qualification under BK Tooling, also underlie the remedy of reduction in
rent, but the rules themselves operate differently and are merely analogous. In cases of
partial deprivation of use and enjoyment, there are special rules in lease which prevent the
lessee from withholding the full amount of rent with reference to the exceptio. This would not
be the only instance where specific contracts have special rules on remedies which arguably
deviate from the general principles of contract law.  In the words of Gerhard Lubbe, it
would amount to an unnecessary "tyranny of the general principles" to demand that all rules
on the specific contracts be in line with the general principles.  Rather, there may be policy
considerations surrounding a specific contract which require a special rule. 
However, it is also possible to explain the inapplicability of the exceptio in the case of
partial impairment in use and enjoyment with reference to the general principles of contract
law, although this requires some tweaking of the rules on the exceptio.
Under the next rubric (part 4 3 1), the position when rent is payable in arears will be
considered. It will be argued that the exceptio should only function as an enforcement
mechanism so that it cannot be raised at the end of the payment period, as the defect can no
longer be remedied then, given that the lessor's obligation to give use and enjoyment in
relation to each payment period is divisible. Instead, the general principles of contract law
should recognise an additional remedy, namely reduction in price, which will be available to
the lessee in such a situation.
Thereafter part 4 3 2 will consider the situation when rent is payable in advance. It will be
argued that the lessee who has to perform first cannot raise the exceptio. However, the lessee
may have a different remedy, namely suspension of performance in the face of an anticipatory
breach by the lessor. The exact operation of this remedy will be considered in depth.
2016 Stell LR 341
4.3.1  The position when rent is payable in arrears
It could be argued that when rent is payable in arrears, the exceptio should not grant a right
to withhold performance in the face of partial impairment of use and enjoyment. It should first
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for each payment period (which will be presumed here to be a month) and the reciprocal
obligation to give use and enjoyment for that payment period (or month) should be regarded
as separate obligations, divisible from the rest of the contract. There is clearly support for this
notion in that the obligation to pay rent for a particular month survives a later cancellation of
the agreement.  The implication logically is that the lessor's reciprocal obligation to
maintain and give use and enjoyment is also divisible (despite the contrary majority view in
German law).  Giving the lessee a right to withhold the whole rent until the lessor repairs
the defect, even if a few months elapse before the lessor effects the repair, would militate
against the view that the obligation to pay rent for each month is a divisible obligation.
In this regard, there is a minority view in German law that the right to withhold rent based
on § 320 (the equivalent of the exceptio) ends at the end of each payment period (that is
normally at the end of each month).  The implication is that at the end of each payment
period, the lessee has to pay the rent withheld in excess of the amount by which the rent may
be reduced in proportion to the lessee's reduced use. In other words, the lessee who must
pay in advance may withhold the rent at the beginning of the month, but must pay a reduced
amount in proportion to his or her use and enjoyment at the end of the month. The primary
reason for this view is the impossibility of correcting performance in the past in relation to the
period to which payment of the rent relates. The implication hereof is also that when rent is
payable in arrears, the lessee may not withhold the full rent, but must pay reduced rent in
proportion to the lessee's use and enjoyment.
The view that the exceptio is not available when rent is payable in arrears is premised on a
proposed rule that the exceptio should be regarded as an enforcement mechanism in cases
where the aggrieved party has elected to uphold the contract and to utilise the other party's
performance. In such cases, the exceptio may only be used as a means of enforcing the other
party's obligation where proper performance is still possible. This implies that, when proper
performance by a breaching party is no longer possible, the aggrieved party who utilises the
breaching party's performance may not
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raise the exceptio or right to withhold performance, but must pay a reduced contract price,
given that the exceptio can no longer fulfil its enforcement function in that scenario. This
approach therefore also pleads for recognition of a generalised remedy for breach of contract
of reduction in price, inter alia to reflect the importance of this remedy in some important
specific contracts, namely lease (the lessee's entitlement to pay a reduced rent) and sale (the
purchaser's right to reduce the contract price by reliance on the actio quanti minoris or
exceptio quanti minoris). It is therefore apposite that the Principles of European Contract Law
("PECL") and the European DCFR also recognise a generalised remedy for breach of a
reduction in price. 
The cost orders made by South African courts against aggrieved parties who raised the
exceptio after utilising the other party's performance and who were ultimately ordered to pay
a reduced price in situations where proper performance by the breaching party was no longer
possible, show that effectively the courts were of the opinion that the aggrieved party should
have paid a reduced price all along.  It was correctly accepted in BK Tooling, however, that
where the aggrieved party relies on the exceptio to enforce performance by the breaching
party where this is still possible, a cost order will not be made against the aggrieved party
who refused to pay a reduced contract price. 
The proposed limitation of the exceptio means that it is not always up to the breaching
party to convince a court to exercise a judicial discretion to award a reduced contract price
before this becomes payable at all, as required by BK Tooling. Termination of the right to
withhold performance by a party utilising the other's performance takes place immediately
once performance by the breaching party becomes impossible, and not only once a court
exercises a discretion to relax the exceptio. This is particularly sensible, as access to courts is
limited and mostly prohibitively expensive in South Africa. Obviously, in a situation where the
exceptio may not be exercised because performance by the breaching party is no longer
possible, a dispute may arise on the correct quantum of the reduced contract price and this
may require intervention by a court. The assertion that the aggrieved party who upholds the
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party's performance, but where it is impossible for the breaching party to correct the
performance, is therefore merely explicitly subjected to a judicial discretion.
On the facts of BK Tooling, the aggrieved party made it impossible for the breaching party
to correct its defective performance by giving the moulds to a third party to repair. Thus, the
exceptio could no longer serve as an enforcement mechanism and the aggrieved party who
elected to uphold the contract must pay a reduced price proportional to the value of the
defective performance, and sue for any further damages.
Applied to lease, this means that when a particular month or other payment period has
passed, it becomes impossible to correct the performance for that month, so that the exceptio
may not be raised and only the entitlement to reduce the rent remains. This remedy of
reduction in rent is already recognised as a naturale of the contract of lease, but as argued
above should also be seen as a manifestation of a more generalised remedy of reduction in
price, which should be available in respect of all contracts, and which allows the aggrieved
party to reduce the price in proportion to the value of the defective performance. 
As rent was mostly payable in arrears in Roman and Roman-Dutch times (as is still the
default position under the South African common law), the fact that the exceptio is only an
enforcement mechanism provides an explanation why the old authorities only granted the
lessee who received partial performance a proportional reduction in rent and not the
additional right to withhold or suspend the performance. As the parties themselves divided the
obligation to pay rent and the counter-obligation to give beneficial use into monthly
segments, the lessee cannot argue that the monthly obligation to pay rent is also reciprocal to
future performances by the lessor. 
It could certainly be argued that an even more far-reaching limitation on the exercise of
the exceptio than the limitation argued for above should be recognised. This rule would be
that the exceptio may only be raised to the extent allowed by good faith (as is the case in
civilian systems like German law and some supra-national model rules).  Differently stated,
a performance may only be withheld by reliance on the exceptio to the extent that this may
be reasonable in the circumstances. The exceptio and the principle of reciprocity have their
roots in the concepts of good faith and fairness and it seems apposite that these principles
should also govern its exercise. The Constitutional Court in Botha recently affirmed the link
between the principle of reciprocity,
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which underlies the exceptio, and good faith as well as the link between these principles and
the fundamental rights to dignity and freedom.  The general principle that the exceptio
may only be raised to the extent allowed by good faith explains the more specific rule argued
for above, as it would be contrary to good faith for the aggrieved party to utilise the breaching
party's partially defective performance and to uphold the contract, but at the same time to
withhold the entire reciprocal obligation, where proper performance by the breaching party is
no longer possible.
Article 9:201 of the PECL and Article III-3:401(4) of the (European) DCFR also add a
reasonableness requirement to "the right to withhold performance of reciprocal obligation".
 These instruments provide that the performance, which may be withheld, is the whole or
part of the performance as may be reasonable in the circumstances. The same two
illustrations are given by both these instruments to explain this rule. In the first illustration,
"A agrees to buy a new car from B, a dealer. When A comes to collect the car there is a
scratch on the bodywork. A may refuse to accept the car or pay any part of the price until the
car is repaired". 
The second illustration is "the same except that the car is to be shipped to A's home in
another country, where B has no facilities. Since it would be unrealistic to expect B to repair
the scratch, it would be unreasonable and contrary to good faith for A to withhold more than
the cost of having the car repaired locally". 
The Official Comment to the DCFR notes that "[t]he restriction in paragraph (4) is not
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consistent with the general duty of good faith and fair dealing". 
The illustrations are consistent with the principle that the exceptio should only be used as
an enforcement mechanism where the aggrieved party seeks to uphold the contract and
proper performance remains possible. Where it is not possible for the breaching party to
repair the defective performance, or not reasonable to expect this of the breaching party due
to the tremendous costs involved as in the second illustration, the aggrieved party may only
reduce the
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contract price and not raise the exceptio as to do so would be contrary to good faith or
unreasonable.
The argument advanced here requires reconsideration of the South African authority that
the exceptio does not only operate as an enforcement mechanism where the breaching party's
performance has been utilised by the other party, but may also have a resolutive function. 
Perhaps the only clear authority against regarding the exceptio as solely an enforcement
mechanism in the case of utilisation of the performance is Motor Racing Enterprises. The SCA
rejected an argument that the exceptio is only a temporary defence raised in order to compel
the other contracting party to perform. It thus qualified dicta in Dalinga Beleggings (Pty) Ltd v
Antina (Pty) Ltd and BK Tooling to the effect "that the exceptio is essentially a temporary
defence raised in order to compel the other contracting party to perform his unfulfilled
obligations".  The court pointed out that BK Tooling only stated that "usually" the exceptio
is an enforcement mechanism, and that it does not follow that the defence cannot succeed
when a defective performance can no longer be remedied.  The court illustrated "the
untenability of a suggestion that the exceptio is only a temporary defence" with the following
example: A contracts to build a house for B but his performance is defective in some respects.
The defects can be cured. Prior to the execution of remedial work, the house burns down as a
result of a short circuit caused by lightning. The court concluded that "surely the exceptio
does not vanish into thin air merely because remedial work is no longer possible". 
The court's reasoning can be criticised. Firstly, it should be noted that the aggrieved party
in Motor Racing Enterprises did not seek to withhold the full contract price still outstanding at
the time of breach. Instead it insisted on paying a reduced contract price. The respondent
(aggrieved party) agreed to sponsor a Grand Prix race organised by the appellant (breaching
party), and agreed to payment of the sponsorship fee in instalments in return for certain
rights, for example the exclusive right to be designated the official sponsor of the event. It
was already clear on the day of the race that the appellant breached the agreement in several
ways, including the failure to mention the respondent's sponsorship in media communications
and by allowing another company to advertise its sponsorship of the event. Nevertheless, the
aggrieved party was willing to pay the whole of two instalments that were payable after the
race and only withheld a portion of an additional further two instalments. Thus the aggrieved
party was essentially relying on the right to pay a reduced
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price, and not on the right to withhold the entire performance, as the exceptio would allow.
The outcome of the case is therefore not inconsistent with a rule that it would be contrary to
good faith to withhold the entire outstanding price on the basis of the exceptio where proper
performance by the breaching party is no longer possible but where the aggrieved party
utilised the defective performance, instead of paying a reduced contract price. It was
therefore not necessary for the court to reject the notion that the exceptio is in such cases
essentially a temporary defence aimed at compelling the other contracting party to perform its
unfulfilled obligations.
In addition, the example used by the court in support of this rejection is not persuasive.
When partially completed work is destroyed, the question is rather who bears the risk of such
destruction. Before such destruction, it is clear that the building work could be cured, so that
the exceptio could be raised. However, destruction brings new rules, namely those on risk,
into play and it is not helpful to make conclusions on whether the exceptio is available when
really the relevant rules are those pertaining to risk. Nienaber in his discussion of Construction
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damaged by force of circumstances beyond the contractor's control, such as earthquake, flood
or fire".  As a result, the contractor will remain liable to "absorb the physical loss and repair
the damage unless the catastrophe resulted from instructions issued, or defects in the
materials supplied by, or the conduct of, the employer or its agent."  Risk only passes to
the employer upon approval or acceptance of the contractor's work.  Accordingly, the
reason why the exceptio could still be raised after destruction of the work is that the
contractor remains liable to repair the work as it carries the risk of such destruction.
Thus, for all the above reasons, the principles that should apply to the exceptio and the
remedy of reduction in price explain why the exceptio is not available to a lessee who
obtained partial use when rent is payable in arrears.
4.3.2  The position when rent is payable in advance
Do the general principles of contract law entail that when rent is payable in advance, the
lessee may withhold the full rent when it appears from the state of the leased object that the
lessor will not provide full beneficial use and enjoyment? Is there, at the very least, a right to
withhold the full rent until the end of the payment period in such a case?
If the lessee who must pay in advance but who has reason to believe that his or her
enjoyment would be partially impaired should have a right to withhold the rent at the
beginning of each payment period until the end of the payment period, this is probably not an
application of the exceptio. The exceptio is only available to a party who has to perform
simultaneously with the other party or after the other party. It cannot be argued convincingly
that the lessee
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who must pay in advance, performs simultaneously with the lessor. Rather the lessee must
perform first and then the lessor must tender full use and enjoyment. Any right to withhold
the rent, therefore, could probably not be based on the exceptio.
However, a contracting party also has a right to suspend performance when the other party
commits an anticipatory breach (provided the aggrieved party is willing and able to perform
the moment the repudiation is retracted).  This remedy is available regardless of whether
the aggrieved party has to perform first and is also based on the principle of reciprocity.  It
might be good policy to make this remedy of suspension available to the lessee who has to
pay in advance when it is clear that the lessor will not perform properly in relation to the
payment period, for example due to the defective state of the leased object. This is consistent
with the broad definition of repudiation or anticipatory breach in Datacolor International (Pty)
Ltd v Intamarket (Pty) Ltd ("Datacolor"), namely an intimation "by word or conduct and
without lawful excuse, that all or some of the obligations under the contract will not be
performed according to their true tenor", in other words when it is clear that a
malperformance will occur.
This right to suspend performance should definitely be available to a party who must
perform first (including a lessee), when it is clear that the other party will commit a material
breach which is therefore serious enough to allow cancellation of the contract, inter alia to
give the aggrieved party time to decide whether to cancel the contract, but also as a means to
enforce proper performance.  Withholding the full performance would therefore be allowed
when the impending malperformance is a material breach and it is not reasonable to expect
the aggrieved party to continue with the contract and be satisfied with damages.  In the
case of lease, where the lessee, despite such a serious, likely impairment of his or her use
and enjoyment, nevertheless decides to utilise the property, this would mean that the lessee
who must pay in advance may withhold the full rental at the beginning of the payment period,
but must pay a reduced rent at the end of the payment period if he or she still had some use
and enjoyment from the premises.
But should the remedy of suspension in the face of anticipatory breach be limited to such
serious breaches? The South African cases recognising the
2016 Stell LR 348
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concept of anticipatory breach itself should be restricted to conduct predicting a material
breach, in other words conduct which predicts that the aggrieved party will be substantially
deprived of what it was entitled to expect under the contract.  On this approach, the lessee
may only withhold the full rent in advance when it is clear that there will be a substantial
impairment to his or her use and enjoyment, to such an extent that it cannot reasonably be
expected of him or her to continue with the contract and be satisfied with damages.
However, the broad definition of repudiation in Datacolor also covers conduct which
predicts any malperformance, including a partial malperformance that would not be serious
enough to justify cancellation. Accepting this broad definition of repudiation would make
suspension of performance potentially available to a lessee who has to pay in advance but
who has reason to believe that the lessor will not afford him or her full use and enjoyment of
the leased object. As repudiation of the entire contract was involved in Datacolor, it was not
necessary for the court to accept such a wide definition, however. Thus, the South African
position is currently not clear.
Do other legal systems make the remedy of suspension of performance available in respect
of all forms of anticipatory breach, even where the anticipated breach is only partial or
temporary and does not justify cancellation? The UNIDROIT Principles of International
Commercial Contracts (the "PICC") requires a reasonable belief that there will be a
fundamental non-performance before a party may withhold its own performance, thus a
breach which is serious enough to justify cancellation.  In his commentary on this article,
Huber states that when the future non-performance by the other party is only partial, the
issue becomes whether the aggrieved party is entitled to withhold its entire performance or
whether a proportionality requirement should be introduced.  He concludes that, as a
general rule, the aggrieved party should be entitled to withhold the whole of its performance.
Apart from the fact that the wording does not require proportionality, the right to withhold
requires a fundamental breach so that it is "justifiable not to require the aggrieved party to
conduct a difficult examination to determine the extent of the other party's future breach". 
He argues however, that in exceptional cases, the good faith principle in Article 1.7(1) of the
PICC "may restrict the right to withhold performance (eg when it is clear that the seller's non-
delivery is restricted to a precisely determined part of its performance, it may be justified to
restrict the
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buyer's right to withhold payment only to the extent that corresponds to the part which will
not be delivered)". 
By contrast, in some other legal systems and supra-national rules, the right to withhold
performance applies to any anticipated breach, and not just where a fundamental breach is
anticipated. However, these systems accept that the performance that may be withheld is the
whole or part of the performance as may be reasonable in the circumstances.  In other
words, as with the exceptio, this right of the party to suspend performance is subject to a
requirement of reasonableness – it may only be exercised to the extent that it is reasonable
or consistent with good faith.
This suggests that the aggrieved party should not be allowed to withhold the full
performance in the face of an anticipated non-material breach. As noted above, the Official
Comment to Article 4:101 of the Principles of European Law: Lease of Goods would limit the
amount that may be withheld in advance to so much as is needed to secure the party's other
remedies for non-performance. This implies that the lessee may withhold an amount that
covers the proportional reduction in rent which he or she may be likely to claim as well as any
additional damages.
It is not easy to choose between the rule that the right to suspend only exists where there
is reason to believe that a material breach will occur and the alternative rule that performance
may be withheld if it is clear that any breach will occur, but only to the extent that is
reasonable in the circumstances. A consideration of the purpose of the remedy of suspension
may be instructive in this regard.
The Official Comment to Article 4:101 of the Principles of European Law: Lease of Goods
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withholding party against granting credit and to give the other party an incentive to perform".
 In the context of lease, the first of these purposes guards against the risk of the lessee
who must pay in advance ending up with an unsecured claim in the lessor's insolvent estate,
2016 Stell LR 350
and also against the lessee taking the risk that the lessor will not be able to pay damages
payable on the basis of the impairment of the lessee's use and enjoyment.
Allowing suspension if the anticipated breach is only partial and does not amount to
material or fundamental breach requires greater guidance in case law on the extent to which
the performance may be withheld. As noted above, some German authors argue that the
lessee who has to pay monthly in advance may merely withhold a portion of the rent (usually
double the amount by which the rental may be reduced) until the end of the month, at which
point a proportionately reduced rent is payable.  However, merely allowing the aggrieved
party to withhold an amount proportional to the value of the anticipated reduced performance
plus covering any additional damages that are payable, as well as the costs of repairs (which
the lessee is able to effect him- or herself after notice to the lessor) would bring more clarity
in this regard. This would be consistent with an understanding of the remedy of suspension as
a means of securing the aggrieved party's remedies for breach.
To require that only a court may reduce the rent may bring more certainty, but is probably
not suitable for South Africa, where litigation is out of reach of the majority of lessees and
lessors and where the rental housing tribunals may be swamped with cases in some
provinces. 
Because it may be difficult to predict how much damages the lessee may suffer, it may,
however, be simplest to affirm that the lessee who must pay in advance and who has reason
to believe that his or her use and enjoyment will be impaired (in cases where the lessor's
breach is not material) may at best pay a reduced rent proportional to his or her likely
deprivation of use and enjoyment, if he or she is able to estimate such reduced use and
enjoyment at that stage given the state of the leased object.  If the lessee is not able to
estimate it, his or her remedy would be to pay the rent and claim back the portion that was
overpaid at the end of the payment period.
On the other hand, however, it could be argued that the lessee is typically the weaker,
less-resourced party and needs a strong enforcement remedy in the form of a right to
withhold the entire rent until the end of the payment period or repair of the defect, whichever
occurs first.
It is not easy to choose between these rules for cases where the anticipated breach is non-
material.
5.  Conclusion
The weight of Roman, Roman-Dutch and South African authority is in favour of only
recognising proportional reduction in rent as a remedy for a lessee who received partial use
and enjoyment of the leased object, so that a right to withhold the full rent with reference to
the exceptio is not available as
2016 Stell LR 351
a further defence in such a case. Nevertheless, the judgment of the Full Bench in Ntshiqa,
which applied the exceptio and the rules on the relaxation thereof in BK Tooling in this
context, has not been specifically overruled, and has often been cited with approval by
academic writers. This creates uncertainty about the lessee's exact obligations and remedies.
Recognising only proportional reduction in rent as a remedy, and not also the right to
withhold the rest of the rent, whether rent is payable in advance or in arrears, is also the
simplest solution. It may give the impression, however, that the law of lease is not consistent
with the general principles of contract law on remedies for breach, which recognise that the
exceptio applies to all reciprocal contracts. This is not in itself an argument for rejecting such
an approach. There may be good policy reasons for differentiating between different types of
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In any event, the exclusive applicability of reduction in rent could be reconciled with the
general principles of contract law. It should be recognised that the lessor's obligation to give
use and enjoyment for a particular payment period (for example a month) and the reciprocal
duty to pay the rent is a divisible set of reciprocal obligations which are separate from the rest
of the contract. In addition, a somewhat novel rule should be recognised that the exceptio
may only be used as an enforcement mechanism in cases where the aggrieved party elected
to uphold the contract and to utilise the breaching party's performance. It would be contrary
to good faith to raise the exceptio where proper performance by the breaching party is no
longer possible (as was the case on the facts of BK Tooling). The costs orders granted by
courts who relaxed the exceptio by awarding a reduced contract price support this view. In
addition, South African law should recognise as one of the remedies for breach, the right to
reduce the contract price proportionate to the decrease in the value of the performance at the
time this was tendered compared to the value which a conforming tender would have had at
that time. At the end of the payment period (for example a month), performance by the
lessor is no longer possible in relation to the lapsed month, and so the exceptio cannot be
raised, which means that the lessee must pay a reduced price. This principle does not require
exercise of a judicial discretion, but if the parties dispute the extent by which the price may be
reduced, a court's guidance may of course be sought.
It is also arguable that a more far-reaching qualification on the exercise of the exceptio
should be recognised, namely that it may only be raised if to do so is consistent with good
faith or reasonableness (which is already the implication of BK Tooling in cases where the
defective performance was utilised, except that that case requires judicial intervention to relax
the exceptio).
The view that the obligations are divisible, also entails that where rent is payable in
advance, the exceptio can probably not be raised as it is only available to a party who has to
perform simultaneously with, or after the other party.
However, the general principles of South African contract law also recognise the right of a
party who has to perform first to suspend his or her performance if the other party commits
an anticipatory breach. It might be good policy
2016 Stell LR 352
to make the remedy of suspension available to the lessee who has to pay in advance for a
particular month when it is clear that the lessor will not perform properly in relation to that
payment period due to, for example, the defective state of the leased object. The lessee is
typically the weaker party and would benefit from such a strong extra-judicial enforcement
mechanism, whereas the lessor could simply repair the defect in order to obtain the rent
payable. This solution would be consistent with the broad definition of anticipatory breach in
Datacolor as an intimation by word or conduct that some or all of the obligations will not be
performed according to their true tenor. However, the contrary view is that the remedy of
suspension of performance is only available to a party who must perform first when it is clear
that the other party will commit a material breach. The lessee who must pay in advance
should certainly be allowed to withhold the full rent where a material breach is predicted.
The remedy of suspension should otherwise only be available to the extent allowed by good
faith or reasonableness. It is not easy to choose a rule on how much the lessee should be able
to withhold in the case of anticipation of a non-material breach. In other words, it is not easy
to decide what would be allowed by good faith and reasonableness. There is room for abuse
and excessive prejudice to lessors if lessees could withhold the full amount in response to a
minor defect, particularly in respect of a longer payment period. On the other hand, the lessor
who is aggrieved by non-payment of the rent could simply repair the defect immediately. The
latter argument supports a rule that the lessee who must pay in advance may withhold the
full rent until the end of the payment period or repair of the defect, whichever comes earlier,
even if the defect is not a material one.
On balance, however, the remedy of suspension should also be available when a non-
material malperformance is predicted, but in such a case the lessee should at most be allowed
to retain an amount sufficient to secure his or her other remedies, namely proportionate
reduction in rent, effecting the repairs him- or herself (after notice to the lessor) and
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damages. It should remain open to the lessor to approach a court to argue that the right to
suspend performance is not being exercised in a manner which is consistent with good faith.
This may be particularly apposite if rent is payable in advance at longer intervals, such as
annually, whereas the partial defect in the premises is not very significant. If there is a bona
fide dispute between the parties on how much of the rent the lessee is entitled to withhold, it
would be contrary to good faith for the lessor to rely on a cancellation clause.  The lessor
should then rather approach a court for a decision on how much rent is payable.
Summary
The weight of South African authority is in favour of only recognising proportional reduction in
rent as a remedy for a lessee who received partial use and enjoyment of the leased object, so
that a right to withhold the full rent with reference to the exceptio is not available as a further
defence. Nevertheless, Ntshiqa v Andreas Supermarket, which applied the exceptio and the
rules on the relaxation thereof in
2016 Stell LR 353
BK Tooling in this context, has not been specifically overruled, and has often been cited with
approval by academic writers. This creates uncertainty about the lessee's exact obligations
and remedies. If it is accepted that proportional reduction in rent is the appropriate remedy,
rather than the exceptio, it may give the impression that the law of lease is not consistent
with the general principles of contract law on remedies for breach, which recognise that the
exceptio applies to all reciprocal contracts. However, there may be good policy reasons why
different types of specific contracts should have their own deviating rules. This contribution
shows that in this instance the rules on lease could be reconciled with the general principles.
It argues for some modification of the currently accepted principles on the exceptio as well as
recognition of proportionate reduction in price as a generalised remedy for breach. There is
already implicit support for this modification in the cost orders made by courts who relaxed
the exceptio. When rent is payable in advance, the right to suspend performance in the face
of an anticipatory breach becomes relevant, and proposals are also made in this regard. The
rules argued for in this contribution are consistent with a more general principle that the
exceptio as well as the remedy of suspension may only be raised to the extent consistent with
good faith or reasonableness.
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